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Acceptance
is subjective
by Marine Sclear
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Cultural actors in an evolving landscape
by Fiona Benson
and Florence Hwang
It’s no secret that Vancouver
is an ethnically diverse city,
attracting nationalities from
around the world. Arts and
culture has always been a way
to explore and address interpersonal relationships. In Vancouver, these conversations
have a rich multicultural tone.
Every year people find common ground and every year
cultures become more integrated in Greater Vancouver’s
artistic displays.
The totem poles in Stanley Park
are a nod towards Aboriginal

Also in this issue

co-founder of theatre company
Shameless Hussy Productions,
speaks of theatre as a forum
for both sensory enjoyment and
intellectual challenge. While
ethnic festivals bring colour to
the streets of Metro Vancouver,
her specialty is spreading the
word about themes travelling
through permanent venues and
companies. When asked about
diversity in the theatre today,
she says it has been a subject
of much debate in recent years.
She cites an open letter written
Diversity representation
to the Jessie Richardson Theatre
still a challenge
Awards Society in 2015, comDeb Pickman, communications plaining about the prevalence
and marketing manager of UBC’s of white faces and voices being
Arts and Culture District and awarded for excellence. An open
Heritage. Mural works sprinkled
throughout the city are a chance
for artists like Kazakhstan-born
Ilya Viryachev to make their
mark on the arts scene. The
city of Surrey, now home to the
largest concentration of ethnic
communities in Canada, annually hosts a multicultural festival. The Surrey Fusion Festival
is but another testimony to the
increasing presence of cultural
diversity in Metro Vancouver`s
art scene.

forum was held in response, and
adjustments were made to the
selection process. Diversity on
the stage may be slow, but it is a
growing trend.
“I saw my first ‘colour blind’
cast play at the Firehall (Theatre)
and I see (colour blind casts)
much more now,” says Pickman.

Cultural enrichment

Tarun Nayar, artistic director
of the Vancouver International
Bhangra Celebration, sees the
Punjabi folk dance as a way to enrich community life.
“The City of Bhangra festival is
about using the joy and exuberance of this Punjabi art form to

Documentary
looks into DNA and
mixed bloods
Page 6

A slice of
Japanese-Canadian
past revisited
Page 7

See “Diversity” page 3

hat living and growing
up in Canada has taught
me is that the notion of “acceptance of all” is not a concept
that is introduced or implemented everywhere in the
world. This was not something
that I ever even considered
during my time in Sri Lanka.
On the other hand, I never
thought about being judged
negatively due to my skin colour until I was exposed to it by
moving to Vancouver.
I understand why it is different in North America though. I
was only a baby when the attacks of September 11, 2001
happened. Yet, I feel the repercussions of it when I walk
into a group interview. I feel
them when I visit my sister up
north because suburbia does
not give grave looks to just
anyone. I feel them every time
I walk into an airport or down
the street. It just means that I
have to smile twice as hard.
They say that you don’t know
what you have until you don’t
have it anymore. This is true.
Undeniable acceptance of all
cultures is great, so long as it is
not paired with assumptions.
It is irritating when people assume that I am Indian, or when
they label me as “brown,” because “it’s basically the same
thing anyways.” It is not the
same thing, and I’m a proud Sri
Lankan-Canadian.
The worst case of assumptions I’ve ever experienced
was when I visited Saskatoon
with my family last summer.
Let me set the scene for
you. It was thirty-one degrees
in mid-August 2015, and we
were heading home from our
big Vancouver-to-Winnipeg
family road trip. We had been
stuck in the car until, finally,
we stopped at a restaurant.
They had Wi-Fi, and after
hours of endless fields, we
were grateful.
See “Verbatim” page 5
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Canadian Sri Lankans celebrate –
spilt milk worth smiling over
by Andrew Kruschell

Photo courtesy of SLFA

The Sri Lankan Friendship
Association (SLFA) has been
supporting the Vancouver Sri
Lankan community for over
30 years. With a focus on unity,
the goal of the organization is
to share and conserve the cultures, history and traditions of
Sri Lanka.
The 2011 census shows that Canada is home to 132,130 people of Sri
Lankan descent, with 4,430 choosing to settle in B.C. Clifford Weerpass, president of the SLFA, says
that Canada and Sri Lanka both
share a striking defining characteristic: multiculturalism. The
Sinhalese demographic makes
up the majority of the Sri Lankan
population, although the minority
groups of the Tamils, the Burghes,
the Muslims and the indigenous
are still a strong cultural presence.
Friendship through fellowship

Weerpass, born a Burghes, a
people who have descended directly from the introduction of
European bloodlines, points out
that for someone who was born
in Sri Lanka and has immigrated
to Canada, there is definitely a
stark contrast. He says the thinly
spread population of Canada is
not bound to bring up many memories of the busy streets of capital city Colombo. Sri Lanka is an
island nation that is slightly bigger in area than two Vancouver
Islands, but holds over 22 million
people.
“One very important feature of
Sri Lankan culture, there is always an extra place at the table,”
says Weerpass of his heritage.
While all the different factions
of Sri Lankans have not always
had a peaceful past, Weerpass
knows the importance of acceptance and ensures that every
piece of Sri Lankan culture is
represented by the SLFA.

Sri Lankan dancers.

“Call it a pillow fight,” exclaims
Weerpass, while describing New
Year’s most notorious activity.
The game involves one-onone combat of two individuals
perched on wooden posts wielding only one feather-stuffed sack.
“Rivalries start here and end up
at sports day,” says Weerpass, referring to another SLFA event in
July.
He says a hallmark of New
Year’s for many Sri Lankans is
the boiling of the milk. This old
tradition requires a pot of milk
to be boiled in the middle of an
empty room. The purpose of this
ceremony is to watch what direction the milk boils over, as it
could mean increased prosperity
over the next year.
Another significant day for Sri
Lankans is Feb. 4, the day representing their independence from
British rule, and the SLFA hosts
an annual event to celebrate this
holiday. Weerpass says his motivation behind bringing these
events to his community is clear.
“Friendship, that’s the main
thing,” says Weerpass. “I love
putting people together and seeing what flourishes.”
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The next generation

The Sri Lankan Student Association (SLSA) is similar to the SLFA
but has been mostly catering to
students at Simon Fraser University (SFU). While the SLSA also
hosts events for New Year’s and inEvents and festivities
dependence day, they have created
The SLFA carries out their mis- a special event of their own to celsion of unity through a number ebrate their Sri Lankan heritage.
Sanakeliya, a Sinhalese word
of events each year, the biggest of
which belongs to the Sri Lankan meaning ‘festival,’ is exactly
New Year. The event spans mul- what its name would suggest.
tiple days to symbolize the pass- Traditional Sri Lankan food is
ing of the old to new and involves complemented with a musical
a variety of activities, games and fusion that combines song and
traditional cuisine. Weerpass says dance from Sri Lanka and other
the mid-April event draws up to cultures.
Shinelle Devapriya, president
700 people and creates a strong
sense of community through both of the SLSA, says that club enrolment is meaningful for members
cooperation and competition.
and gives them a chance to reconnect with their roots.
“There are members who have
joined the club, who are just soul
divers,” says Devapriya.
The SLSA will also be hosting
an event near the end of this year
to celebrate their second annithe source newspaper

versary. The next SLFA event is a
formal banquet in December featuring two Sri Lankan artists.
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Brother and sister launch national website to
address high suicide rates of indigenous youth
Suicide rates in Canada, according to the Centre for Suicide Prevention, are significantly higher for aboriginals
(males: 126; females: 35) than
non-aboriginals (males: 24; females: five) who are between
the ages of 15 to 24.

Photo courtesy of Kelvin Redvers

Due to the sense of hopelessness
in many communities and high
suicide rates in Aboriginal communities, siblings Kelvin and Tunchai Redvers, who grew up in the
Northwest Territories and belong
to the Dinnu Kue First Nation, decided to form a national multi-media campaign called We Matter to
create a library of positive messages directed at the youth in crises.
“With a lack of funding, in comparison to the general Canadian
population, Aboriginal youth are
not receiving adequate levels of

The campaign features a vide from
author Joseph Boyden.

education or health and social
services – as well, they often face
issues such as racism and a lost
sense of identity. From residential schools to inadequate funding and services, to forced adoptions and foster care, to a denial
of existence as people in Canada,
Aboriginal youth have been made
to feel they do not matter. This is
where the We Matter Campaign
can make a difference,” says Kelvin, a Vancouver-based First Nations filmmaker, Jack Webster
awards recipient and film graduate from Simon Fraser University.

Photo courtesy of Kelvin Redvers

by Florence Hwang

Overcoming obstacles

The Redvers recorded videos of
about 20 indigenous role models across the country to speak
to youth in crises. Each video is
about two to three minutes in
length. The role models range
from everyday people to those
who are in power or have an influential role, including writer Joseph Boyden and Ottawa-based
music band A Tribe Called Red.
The videos speak of hope, resilience and perseverance.
“[The videos] will give insight into
their own hardships and how they
got past them. The message will be
to remind Indigenous youth that
their lives matter. Even if things
are tough, there is hope for a better
future. Struggles can be overcome,”
says Tunchai, a graduate of International Development Studies from
the University of Guelph.

Ulukhaktok Youth.

Completed videos are launched
on the We Matter campaign website and sharead through social
media. The website allows aboriginal youth to upload their
own videos to also address the
youth in crisis as well as welcome
other personal expressions, such
as visual arts or written work.
Also included are health professionals and social workers
who provide resources for the
youth in crisis.
“One primary long-term initiative is the creation of a 24-hour
national Indigenous crisis line
– something that currently does
not exist. Partnerships are al-

ready in the works to make this
crisis line a reality,” explains
Kelvin.

Community voice

as with advice from their team
generously shared with us, we
developed a plan to modify and
expand this model to cater to
the needs of Indigenous youth
in Canada,” says Tanchai, who
hopes this will be the first of future partnerships.
The idea for the campaign
(here in Canada) started in May
of this year. Since then, they have
formed valuable partnerships
and developed the website as
well as started fundraising for
the campaign.

The model is based on an American project for the LGBTQ community called It Gets Better to
address teen suicides for that
demographic. This campaign became viral nearly overnight, says
Tanchai, who identifies as queer.
Within a month, the project had
10 million views and had support
from celebrities such as Ellen Degeneres and President Obama.
“With foresight gathered from For more information, please visit
the It Gets Better Project, as well www.wemattercampaign.org.
“Diversity” from page 1

explore issues of culture, gender
and identity – and to create complicated spaces where we can all
find meaning and belonging,” he
says.
While he acknowledges the
increasing acceptance of ethnic
diversity, he says the issue of
equality is not ready to rest.
“As more and more of us become
comfortable in diverse environments, festivals like ours become
an antidote to a norm which has
lost touch with a changing reality,” Nayar says.
Cultural appreciation simply
doesn’t match the cultural opportunities. Deep-seated, vibrant ethnic communities exist,
and are willing to offer their arts
and insights to the broader population if they would only be received. Fortunately, the arts can
be both a forum and a catalyst
with their embodiment of human
experience.

Cultural preservation in
arts and communities

Tyler Russell, executive director/
curator with Centre A Gallery,
the Vancouver International Centre for Contemporary Asian Art,
thinks that artists are important
cultural actors in our community
as they feel what’s going on and
react to it.
“When artists who are having
these reactions are given a stage
and platform to explore those
ideas these feelings are complicated. They’re multi-layered.
It’s not simple … Sometimes the
crafting of objects is a part of it,
but other times it’s more of an exploratory cultural work. So when
that’s given a platform, the possibility to impact others opens up
and then real change happens,”
Russell says.
Some of the exhibitions and
talks hosted by the Centre have

had an impact on the community’s consideration of questions
around intangible cultural heritage, namely the Cantonese linguistic and cultural space, Chinatown, as a site of Cantonese
language and culture.
Russell refers to the first exhibit he curated at the Centre in
2014, called M’goi / Do jeh: Sites,
Rites and Gratitude, which had
to do with the Saturday Chinese
Language School.
The Centre invited a young
artist to put together a series of
Cantonese language classes in a
nostalgic Saturday school fashion and Russell feels the impact
of those classes were significant.
Now the Youth Collaborative for
Chinatown has picked up those
specific classes.
“[In these classes] you have this
impact where people are changing the way that they think about
the neighbourhood that they live
in. Instead of this alien inconvenience, it’s this rich cultural treasure of sorts that has so much
to offer. We would hurt our own
cultural wealth as a community
if we were to get rid of it,” he says.
Transgression / Cantosphere,
another exhibit of Centre A, explored the reaction to growing
anxiety over the loss of Cantonese culture. According to Russell,
the city and the province went on
to do a tangible cultural heritage
inventory.
Nathan Edelson, a former
Downtown Eastside city planner,
stood up in a meeting and said
recognizing these cultural impacts the city needed to halt and
reassess for that cultural aspect.
“An influential actor like that
was there and was a part of the
work, saw the different things
that we were doing, and the conservations that we were facilitating. That was something,” says
Russell.
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Left Bank

BC Liberals show disdain
for democracy itself
Government fires Vancouver School Board’s
elected trustees

T

pre-election session. The Liberals pulled this trick last election
as well, cancelling the Fall 2012
session of the legislature ahead
of the 2013 election.
This gives Liberal MLAs time to
get an early start on door knocking in their constituencies, but
importantly it also deprives the
opposition of a showcase for their
criticism of the government. Earlier this year, Christy Clark was
facing real heat for inaction on
the housing affordability crisis, and for her unreported “top
up” pay from the BC Liberals and
the related issue of her party’s
big money fundraising methods.
With a number of scandals simmering, best to turn out the lights
in Victoria and change the subject.
The next anti-democratic move
by the Liberals was even more
egregious. Last week, Education
Minister Mike Bernier fired the

Education minister Mike Bernier fires the Vancouver School Board.

Photo corutesy of the Vancouver School Board

Photo corutesy of the Province of B.C.

he B.C. election campaign is
already underway. Unofficially,
that is. The writ won’t actually be
dropped until about a month before the fixed voting date of May
9, 2017. For that official campaign
period, there’s a legislated spending of several million dollars.
But the governing BC Liberals,
having raked in piles of money
from their wealthy and corporate supporters, have cash to
burn. In 2015, the Liberals raised
more than four times more than
the opposition NDP. This is the
tilted playing field of our democracy, and Christy Clark’s team
is taking full advantage. B.C.’s
premier has always employed
a permanent campaign style of
governing, preferring hard hat
photo-ops throughout the province and LNG sales trip abroad to
actually sitting in Victoria debating legislation.

“Official” school trustee Dianne Turner.

Back in August, a full nine
months before E-Day, the Liberals unveiled the unofficial
campaign’s first television ad.
The one minute video features
Premier Clark sitting at a table
drinking coffee and expounding
on her belief in jobs and in limiting government spending, while
several people sit silently smiling
and nodding their approval.
The ad is simple and effective
in conveying its narrow message,
and offers a preview of how the
Liberals will attempt to win reelection again: It’s the economy,
stupid; please pay no attention to
inequality, unaffordability, corruption, or the environment.
Recent actions by the Liberals
reveal, beyond a mere desire to
maximize their advantage with
early campaigning, downright
disdain for democracy itself.
With scant notice, the governing party cancelled the fall session of the legislature that was
supposed to run from Oct. 3 to
Nov. 24. It won’t reconvene until
February, when there’ll be a brief

elected Vancouver School Board,
showing contempt for the mandate earned by the trustees from
tens of thousands of voters.
The firing was supposedly due
to the board’s failure to approve
a balanced budget by the June 30
deadline. (The majority of the VSB
trustees had voted against the
proposed budget to protest provincial cuts and systemic underfunding of public education.) But
the VSB chairperson, trustee Mike
Lombardi, had just informed the
B.C. government that they intended to vote through a balanced budget at a meeting on Oct. 17. Bernier
responded by announcing the firing of the board just hours before
that vote was to take place.
The Education Minister has appointed Dianne Turner to run the
whole school board herself, effectively usurping the role of nine
elected trustees. Turner seemed
all too aware of the implications
of this move, announcing at her
first press conference, “There is a
fear that that voice for the public
has disappeared because I was not
elected. It won’t feel like democracy has been served to people, I
guarantee that. I do understand
where the fears are coming from
and why people are worried.”
At a rally held Oct. 20 outside
the offices of the Vancouver
School Board, NDP leader John
Horgan vowed to reinstate the
elected trustees should his party
win election.
The fate of the VSB is just one
way that democracy itself will be
on the ballot next May. We must
not let these public voices disappear under the narrowly-focused
and well-funded barrage of precampaign advertising by the BC
Liberals.
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Issues and Ideas

n Oct. 27, Kwantlen Polytechnic University’s Documentary Film Festival will
screen Kombit (Creole for cooperative), a film about efforts
by Haitian agronomist Timote
Georges and Canadian development worker Hugh Lock, cofounders of the Smallholder
Farmers Alliance, to reforest
Haiti and build a more sustainable agricultural future.
Kombit’s trailer alludes to the
monumental failure of foreign
aid initiatives in Haiti, and distinguishes the Kombit project,
farmer cooperatives initially
financed by the Timberland
footwear company and the
Clinton Global Initiative, as a
more inclusive initiative that is
succeeding where others have
failed. Time will tell.
It is hard not to be cynical
about aid projects in Haiti. The
World Bank’s measure of poverty and equity shows that the
proportion of Haitians living
in poverty has barely budged
from 2001 (55.6 per cent) to
2016 (53.9 per cent). This is not

“

recovering from the devastating 2010 earthquake that left
over 200,000 dead and ushered
in a cholera epidemic that has
killed roughly 10,000. Cholera, a
disease not present in Haiti for
at least a century, became endemic in the country through
UN peacekeepers, something
the UN still has not fully accepted responsibility for.
In the wake of Hurricane
Matthew, an uncomfortable
(and perhaps mean-spirited)
question arises: which NGOs
are going to profit this time?
Charities in Canada and elsewhere are asking for donations
to meet urgent food, housing,
medical and other basic needs,
and many ordinary people
want to help. Unfortunately,
the actions of some organizations have incited skepticism
and aid fatigue. Ban Ki Moon,
the UN Secretary General, has
expressed disappointment that
as of Oct. 19 only 13 per cent of
the US$120 million requested
for three months of emergency
relief has been raised. Follow-

In the wake of Hurricane Matthew,
an uncomfortable (and perhaps
mean-spirited) question arises: which
NGOs are going to profit this time?

Photo courtesy of Kombit The Cooperative Film Project

for lack of attention; if anything, Haiti, a country of 10.32
million people and half the area
of Nova Scotia, seems overrun
with NGOs, which provide 80
per cent of the basic services. Kombit states that 12,000
NGOs are operating in Haiti;
other estimates vary between
10,000 and 20,000, prompting
Haitians to mockingly refer to
their country as the “Republic
of NGOs.” This begs the obvious question: if so many groups
are operating in Haiti, ostensibly there to “build capacity” or
“empower” the locals, to borrow
some of the favourite buzzwords in development parlance,
why is Haiti still so economically poor and heavily reliant
on aid after several decades?
This is an important question as Haiti deals with its latest disaster, the Category Four
storm Hurricane Matthew,
which struck the nation on

ing the 2010 earthquake, donors pledged US$10 billion to
help Haiti. From the American
Red Cross’s inexplicable squandering of US$500 million (with
only six permanent new homes
to show for it) to Chemonics
International’s CEO receiving
a US$2.5 million bonus despite
the company’s failures on
building permanent housing,
the results have been, to put it
charitably, scandalous and underwhelming.
At least one crucial problem
underlies these failures, which
Georges alludes to more diplomatically in Kombit: many
international
organizations
in Haiti suffer from arrogance
and pay lip service to engaging
with Haitians and understanding the local environment. The
American Red Cross and others
paid extraordinary amounts to
foreign staff in salaries, hardship pay and other benefits,
hiring few Haitians. Outsourcing essential local services
and reconstruction efforts to
expensive foreign staff defeats
the whole purpose of building
local capacity to advance poverty reduction and lessen the
impact of future disasters. Just
as importantly, clearly those
highly paid expats were not so
great at doing that either.
So, what can be done? There
is no simple pat solution.
Renowned Haitian-American
writer Edwidge Danticat provides a possible starting point
by urging people to support
Haitian-led organizations, or at
least ones that show evidence
of truly engaging with locals.
The Canada Haiti Action Network’s slogan seems apt: “Solidarity and national sovereignty,
not charity.” Hopefully, initiatives like the Kombit project
will bear real fruit and replace
the recurring need for mass
mobilizations of humanitarian
assistance in Haiti.

Oct. 4. Once again, the heartbreak of mass death, destruction and disease is playing out
in Haiti: 546 dead, 438 injured,
128 missing, 175,000 living in
temporary shelters and a surge
in cholera cases (1,421). Haiti’s
Ministry of the Interior and the
UN estimate that over two million people have been affected
and 1.5 million need humanitarian assistance. Haiti is still Debo Odegbile

Groundswell: supporting our
community through social ventures
by Naomi Tse
Groundswell is a cafe as well
as a community and business
program that helps entrepreneurs create their own small
business or social venture.
Founded in 2012, Groundswell
has fostered several businesses in a variety of domains such
as upcycling and reducing
food waste.
Gilad Babchuk, Groundswell cofounder, started his first social
venture when he was 21. Originally from Israel, he has successfully founded and established
many democratic education institutions in Israel and has experience running a variety of enterprises from non-profits to social
ventures. He was the executive
director of the Institute of Democratic Education (IDE) a nonprofit organization for social
change in Israel, prior to moving
to Vancouver in 2011.
“Democratic education is when
students, teachers and parents
are all equal and students can
choose what to learn and how to
learn,” says Babchuk.
Building social ventures

Babchuk currently acts as one of
the chief instructors and mentors for the Groundswell social
venture program. The program
aims to help entrepreneurs
turn their ideas into a ready-tolaunch enterprise through a series of workshops: one-on-one
mentorship, peer mentorship,
community skill building and
more.
“We want to figure out what
your strengths and passions are,”
he says. “Not only do we want
just a good business idea, we
want something that comes from
your core.”
According to Babchuk, entrepreneurs do not need to come
into the program with a perfect
idea, money or resources, they
just need to be in a place where
“Verbatim” from page 1

The waitress at the restaurant handed us menus for
samosas, biryani and other
Indian foods. I was confused
because I wanted what the
(Caucasian) man eating at the
next table had: a burger and a
plate of fries. I waited ten minutes and asked the waitress if I
could have what he was having,
to which she replied, “Oh, you
wanted the Canadian menu?”
Thinking about it now, I
would say that maybe I overreacted just a tiny bit. That is
what living in a city like Vancouver does. I am not saying

they want to implement changes
to their community. Babchuk
says that unlike other business
programs, the Groundswell approach is practical and uses a
hands-on approach.
“We don’t teach much in theory;
we are basically building your
venture with you,” he says. “We
don’t see ourselves as a school.”
In the peer group, Babchuk
says the main facilitator is in the
room but all entrepreneurs have
the opportunity to get involved
with almost every project from
members of their cohort. Most
projects and businesses from
Groundswell alumni are started
with $5000 or less and they encourage entrepreneurs to start
small and slowly build up their
business.
“We want to promote initiatives
locally and not all entrepreneurs
are the type that get MBAs,” says
Babchuk. “We want them to fulfill who they are and grow with
the community.”
Creating opportunities for youth

Another recent initiative Groundswell has started is the youth
employment and microbusiness
program. Since Groundswell
serves as a cafe as well as a meeting and event space, Babchuk

says they took the cafe one step
further – they are now roasting their own ethically sourced
organic coffee and employing
marginalized youth with limited
access to resources or youth who
need a safe place to be and a community connection.
“The youth are involved with
management meetings, creating
the budget and writing marketing materials,” says Babchuk.
“They get to experience launching
a small business and to be a part
of the decision making without
any of the risks.”
In addition to receiving exposure to the management side, the
youth are also trained to roast
and package the coffee and to
become baristas. Proceeds from
the business help fund the social
venture program and provide
scholarships for people who have
difficulty paying their tuition. Although Groundswell just started
roasting coffee a few months ago,
they have already won the 2016
Golden Bean Silver award for Organic Espresso.
Babchuk hopes to see more
initiatives like this happening
at Groundswell and says that
it wouldn’t have been possible
without funding from Vancity, the Vancouver Foundation
and other partners. The coffeeroasting project was designed to
be self-sufficient, but the funding helped Groundswell pay the
youth before any revenue was
generated. The funding also
helps reduce the cost of the programs in order to make them accessible to more people.
“We hire really great people
who are mainly volunteers to be
mentors for the program. They
are high performers in their
field who bring their knowledge
to make Groundswell what it is,”
says Babchuk.
To date, Groundswell has
launched 30 social ventures.
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Haiti: broken promises and aid fatigue

Gilad Babchuk, mentor, social
entrepreneur and educator.

that multiculturalism does not
exist in Saskatoon, I am sure it
does, but I had never been in a
situation like that before.
Let’s just say that in a partially
calm manner, my sister and I spoke
to her and the manager (who was
Punjabi, which left me even more
surprised). Then we proceeded to
leave and eat at KFC, which didn’t
make me feel any better.
The moral of this story is simple. This was not an act of racism.
The colour of my skin should not
determine how I get treated.
This experience made me more
thankful for living in Vancouver. We take our diversity for

For more information, please visit
www.groundswellcommunity.ca.

granted, but it is important to
realize that diversity varies everywhere. Unfortunately, not
everyone gets to live in a city
that is so enriched with culture
like Vancouver is. Multiculturalism and acceptance are two
things that you do not get to
fully recognize until you are
put in a situation in which they
are not as apparent.
I can honestly say that I have
spent half my life growing up
in Sri Lanka and the other half
here, in Vancouver, Canada. Admittedly, I am glad that my parents chose Vancouver, Canada
as opposed to anywhere else.
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Peeling back the layers of a filmmaker
by Susan Hancock

of digital eco-art in Queen Eliza- cause they trust my ability to
beth Park. Ozpeta’s installation express who they really are as
Filmmaker Sebnem Ozpeta is titled Living was a larger than a person, not a version of their
a recent recipient of the City of life projection of a female form better self.”
Vancouver Mayor’s Arts Award emerging from the darkness of
for Film and New Media under the branches and swaying leaves. Overlapping interests
the category of Emerging Artist. “The woman’s image reflects Like many artists, Ozpeta has
isolation, alienation and adapta- a few different occupations: a
Ozpeta channels her passion as a
videographer, storyteller and as
an experimental artist, incorporating visual layers of information to add depth and emotion to
her films.
Her obsession with film began
Sebnem Ozpeta, artist and documentary filmmaker
at a very early age when she lived
in Turkey. In her late 20s, Ozpeta
moved to Vancouver and com- tion experienced in a new envi- long-standing employee at VIVO
pleted the digital film program at ronment,” explains Ozpeta.
Media Art Centre as a techniVancouver Arts Institute. Now 44,
cal coordinator, a videographer
Ozpeta has enjoyed a long career Visual layers create
and editor for the Teaching and
depth and meaning
as videographer and storyteller.
Learning Centre at Emily Carr
“Collaborations with other peo- Ozpeta is also passionate about
ple are important to my work as making documentaries. Many of
an independent filmmaker and her projects incorporate layering
techniques similar to her Living
editor,” she says.
As a filmmaker, Ozpeta enjoys installation.
In a recent film called Fragcollaborating with other artists,
performers, documentarians and ment, which is a series of films
storytellers. These connections within a film, Ozpeta invites four
are an important part of her cre- women of different ages to exative process. Through human plore a shattered mirror in the
connections, she is able to under- same way they might attempt
stand and express the emotions building a puzzle. Ozpeta deof her subjects through film. She scribes these women as ‘coming
also enjoys experimenting with into being.’ In the film, Ozpeta
different layering techniques and asks these women to share intiprojection formats that add depth mate and personal observations
of their reflections through the
to her storytelling.
“I weave layers of memories us- broken pieces of mirror.
“The ethics behind producing
ing visual texts to create context
and emotions to tell the story,” a film is very important to me,”
says Ozpeta. “I’m interested
says Ozpeta.
In 2013, Ozpeta was part of in portraying people honestly.
LocoMotoArt Collective’s show Artists collaborate with me beSebnem Ozpeta, filmmaker.

I weave layers of memories using visual texts
to create context and emotions to tell the story.

World, which organizes filmmaking workshops in remote First Nation communities across British
Columbia and Yukon to promote
First Nations culture and language.

Documentary looks at mixed-blood-related disorders
by Alison Chiang
In Mixed Match, a documentary by Jeff Chiba Stearns,
medical information and animation come together to give
the audience insight on an
issue that is not well known
but one in which willing participants can help to save
lives.
Mixed Match shows at Vancouver’s Asian Film Festival running Nov. 3–6.

The genetic makeup

Photo courtesy of Jeff Chiba Stearns

“The documentary is looking
at some of the challenges that
multiethnic and minority people face (those with diseases
and rare blood conditions)
when they are trying to find a
bone marrow or stem cell donor transplants; the complications that can arise due to
a complex genetic system and
not having enough people on
the national registry to meet
the ‘demand and supply,’” says
Chiba Stearns, who is Japanese
on his mother’s side and European on his father’s side.
These diseases are often
life-threatening; some people
can survive for many years but
some people’s condition can
deteriorate rapidly; this is the
focus of the film.
Chiba Stearns first started
working on Mixed Match in 2010
after being approached by the
film’s main subject who spearheads Mixed Marrow, an organization in the States which
actively educates and recruits
donors. He started to do research and became quite interested in the topic.

“I realized this is an important
topic; nobody ever talks about,
nobody knows about,” says Chiba Stearn, who was born and
raised in Kelowna but now calls
Vancouver home.
The diseases which the
subjects in the film are going
through or explaining are not
unique to people of mixed racial
backgrounds.
“We don’t want to scare people
into not having babies [with
people of a different racial background]; these diseases are

Still from Mixed Match.

still rare. Caucasians [can] have certain groups like South Asians,
trouble finding a match, too,” Chinese and Japanese.
says Chiba Stearns.
“Perhaps the older generation
might not want to bring harm to
Collecting DNA
their children [thinking it is an
The process to register to be a invasive/permanent procedure]
potential donor is fairly non-in- as well as possible language barvasive. Simply put, it’s a cotton riers; it can sound scarier than it
swab sample inside the mouth.
is,” he says.
Chiba Stearns says similar to
The makeup of donors on the
donating blood, stem and bone registry is about 70 per cent white,
marrow regenerates.
says Chiba Stearns and this is not
“What was eye-opening for me representative of the actual Canais that I’m learning what the sci- dian mosaic.
ence is behind all of this; when
“There’s a huge need for Asian,
African… our DNA is getting more
complex as the number of mixed
race people increases,” says Chiba
Stearns.
“When you’re walking down
the street in Vancouver, you see
mixed people everywhere,” says
Chiba Stearns but he adds he
wants everyone to be part of the
discussion.
“We want this film to be universal so everyone and anyone can
come to see this movie; you don’t
have to be of mixed race to see
this movie,” he says.
Exploring who we are

Chiba Stearns likes the issue of
identity and exploring it as a topic.
He has previously explored it in
other films and projects through
his company, Meditating Bunny.
“Mixed Match is looking at how
this [identity] is a bigger issue and
more of a human story in a global
context. I feel as humans, identity is an important component
More people are needed
of people’s lives and we should be
to diversify the registry
continuously asking ourselves:
Chiba Stearns says he’s trying to who are we?” he says.
clear any stigmas and misconceptions as well as educate the public For more information, visit
on the topic of stem cell and bone www.festival.vaff.org and
marrow donation, especially with www.mixedmatchmovie.com.

Photo courtesy of Jeff Chiba Stearns

we are trying to match people
with DNA, how does that work
and meeting the patients; [you
see them] circling through their
sense of identity, by being a minority, or mixed race and they’re
having a hard time finding a
match,” says Chiba Stearns.

Director Jeff Chiba Stearns.

“My advice to new film makers
is that talent is important, but
hard work is what’s needed to
grow in your craft,” says Ozpeta.
“It’s also essential to follow your
gut and never forget who you
are as a person.”
One group of students was
eager to express their concerns
about the oil industry’s effect
on the Heiltsuk way of life. They
couldn’t have predicted the support and public interest in their
grass-roots documentary, Protection of Our Next Generations,
during the recent media coverage of the tug boat diesel spill
near Bella Bella.
“One of the best parts of my job
is being able to help students express their thoughts and feeling
about the world around them
through digital stories,” says
Ozpeta. “Our youths’ stories are
important and should be shared
around the world.”
Exposing Ozpeta’s inner layer

Photo courtesy of Sebnem Ozpeta

“

University and a mentor for new
film makers.
Recently, she returned from
Bella Bella after mentoring Indigenous youth as part of the Digital
Storytelling program. Ozpeta is
one of many artists working with
Lisa G. Nielsen, founder of Our

Ozpeta is honoured to receive
the Mayor’s Arts Award. However, she prefers to define her
success by how she feels about a
project. Her reward is being able
to share her art and skills with
others.
Reflecting on her life as an
artist, filmmaker and storyteller, Ozpeta expresses her desire
to observe and connect with
others.
“Reading life is important because it allows you to see the big
picture – what you’re surrounded with in everyday life,” says
Ozpeta.

Need the skills to find
a job? We can help!

Design a fantastic resume and
cover letter, fine tune your interview techniques, learn valuable
skills to succeed in the Canadian
workplace, gain insight into the
job market, access special services
for skilled works – all at NO COST.
The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) Society,
Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants and newcomers to
Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module rotating program, running weekly,
with 16 sessions each month. This
includes basic computer orientation, with instruction on using
Word and Excel, and accessing
the Internet. Workshops are held
within a culturally diverse environment, led by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients
are always welcome. Knowledgeable case managers are available
to guide you through the process
of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers oneon-one employment assistance,
paid on-the-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy
program, and a one-stop Career
Centre with a broad range of job
hunting resources. Funding for
all programs is provided by the
Ministry of Social Development,
Employment and Labour Market
Services Division.
Please call 604-324-7733, go to
www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at
200-8161 Main St., Vancouver,
to find out how we can best
help you.
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Still life in all shapes and sizes
Kick off the fall with a fabulous art party. Still life—one of the most popular genres of art—takes over the Surrey Art Gallery this fall
with five still life-inspired exhibitions and projects filling the galleries and halls. You’ll get to see people’s relationships with objects
around their home and studio and glimpse the sometimes odd yet intriguing treasures people collect.

Small Stages: Still Life from the Permanent Collection
September 17−December 4
Paintings of bowls of fruit, flowers, and objects on a table top are imagery commonly associated with classic still life art, but what
about a photograph of books with miniature llamas on them, or a chandelier sculpture of kitchen and garden utensils? Drawn from the
Gallery’s permanent collection, the artworks in this show depict carefully arranged—and sometimes unusual—scenes that reflect
on and expand the still life genre. This exhibition features a range of still life compositions, from traditional to contemporary, including
works by Sarindar Dhaliwal, Gu Xiong, Carole Itter, Alex McLeod, and Joe Plaskett. There’s painting, sculpture, photography, and prints
to explore—something for everyone!
Memento Mori: A Juried Exhibition of Contemporary Still Lifes
Until November 13
The Arts Council of Surrey presents this juried exhibition of artworks by local artists that explore contemporary ideas about the still life
genre. The exhibition consists of numerous paintings, drawings, prints, and photographs that consider the meanings and symbolism of
still life imagery in the 21st century.
April Hickox: Variations Primaries
Until February 26, 2017
April Hickox’s grid of monochromatic video animations alludes to the history of still life, the limits of the archive, and the material traces
of artistic education. The artist takes a vast array of art school props, used for many years in drawing and painting classes, and reorganizes
them into whimsical and, at times, absurd new groupings. With these stop-motion compositions, Hickox investigates the manner in which
“art” is determined, how it gains value in our society, and what are its otherwise invisible aspects.
Jay Bundy Johnson: Being still (life) shows us who we are
Until January 10, 2017
Concurrent with these exhibits, Jay Bundy Johnson: Being still (life) shows us who we are is being presented in the Surrey Art Gallery’s
TechLab. This sound installation consists of electronic objects and mechanical devices—including toys, speakers, VCRs, microchips, and
magnets—that have been manufactured over the past half century. The artist dismantles these objects and reassembles them in an
array of sculptural compositions inspired by still life painting. By pressing buttons, the visitor interacts with the resulting 3D wall mural
of circuit boards, motors, gears, speaker cones, lightbulbs, and wires to create fleeting soundscapes of things past.
Surrey Art Gallery is located at 13750-88 Avenue, Surrey, BC, Canada. 604-501-5566 | surrey.ca/artgallery
HOURS: Tues-Thur 9am-9pm | Fri 9am-5pm | Sat 10am-5pm | Sun 12-5pm | Closed Mondays and holidays.

The past comes back to life
by Jake McGrail

“To me, the most interesting
thing is that anybody’s life can
have significance if you look
closely,” says Dudley-Neuman.
“I hope that people tell this story
for another 100 years.”

On Nov. 5, the Nikkei National
Museum and Cultural Centre
will welcome the Re-Enactors, an award-winning heritage performance group that
showcases many of Surrey’s Connection to the words
early settlers from the late Inouye will be played by Kevin
Takahide Lee. The performance
18th to early 19th centuries.
features three different monoThe performance`s main char- logues, each of them representacter, Zennosuke Inouye, was a ing a different time in Inouye’s
Surrey business man, World War life.
I veteran and the only Japanese- “The first is in 1914. It’s his
Canadian war veteran to regain coming to Canada story,” says
Lee. “The second is in 1935
his land after World War II.
when he is going to vote for the
Uncovering the past
first time. He’s now a veteran
Inouye is one of seven charac- and was able to buy land. The
ters currently cast, with the third is in 1949, after the SecRe-Enactors performing at dif- ond World War. It’s his story of
ferent festivals all around the being interned and his fight to
get his property returned.”
area.
During the monologues, there
“Originally we had five characters,” says Yvette Dudley- will be a slideshow showing
Neuman, writer and director of photos from the time period
the performance. “It changes; that is being spoken about.Bewe could potentially have up tween the scenes, there will be
to nine characters at a time. interludes of music while Lee
When it comes to Zennosuke, changes costume. The music is
we’d been wanting to add more authentic Japanese melodies
diversity to the cast, to reflect that were acquired from Lee’s
grandfather.
the Surrey population.”
“This is my family’s history,”
The new character was found
in a brochure from the Nikkei says Lee. “I see a lot of my hisCentre, which had a one page tory and a lot of my grandfather
in the monologues.”
article about Inouye.
“I read about him and I thought
that his story was amazing,”
says Dudley-Neuman.“I started
digging at the Nikkei Centre,
and was able to find archival
information about him, including copies of the 80 letters he
wrote.”
Immigrating to Canada in
1900, Inouye worked a variety
of jobs. When World War I began, he was unable to register
in BC because of anti-Japanese
sentiment. Undeterred, he
moved to Calgary and enlisted
before fighting in key battles
including the Somme and Vimy
Ridge. After the war, he bought
80 acres of land in Surrey
where he raised a family.
During World War II, Inouye
and his family were interned
Yvette Dudley-Neuman, writer and
along with thousands of other
director of the Zennosuke Inouye
Japanese-Canadians. At the end
Re-enactment.
of the war, Inouye had to fight
That
point was driven home
to reclaim his property. After
sending over 80 letters to the when Lee went on a tour of the
government, he was the only internment camps and went
Japanese-Canadian war veter- through the monologues there.
It strengthened his connection
an to regain his land.
Dudley-Neuman was also with the piece and allowed him
able to connect with Inouye’s to better experience a history
family, who were generous not always touched upon.
“I think this is important beenough to sit down and talk
about their grandfather. She cause it portrays a history not
also uncovered information often talked about in schools,”
showing how involved Inouye says Lee. “It allows for imporwas in the community; he was tant dialogue; it’s something we
the President of the Surrey have to talk about.”
Berry Grower’s Association and
volunteered at the local Japa- For more information, please visit
www.centre.nikkeiplace.org.
nese Language School.

Photo courtesy of Yvette Dudley-Neuman

Mimetic Workshop: Studio Still Lifes of Fiona Ackerman and Kelly Lycan
September 17−December 4
The artist’s studio—a space frequently depicted with a career’s worth of painted canvases, numerous paintbrush-filled tin pots or carved
sculptures in progress—is said to have been disappearing in the past few decades. No longer needing to make work in a studio or with
their own hands, many artists prefer instead to make their art exclusively from their portable computing devices or in office environments
and cafés, and often contracting manufacturers to complete the work. Yet, the artist studio endures both for artists who make art and also
as a subject in popular films, books, and visual art. Fueled by the large archive of photographic documentation and feature films of modern
artists (such as Matisse, Picasso, Pollock) at work in their studio, the last thirty years have seen a dramatic increase in visual art made about
the artist’s studio. Painter Fiona Ackerman and sculptor/photographer Kelly Lycan are two Canadian artists who explore the space and
symbolism of the studio in their image and object making. While the power of their art relies on a tension between the real material objects
or spaces and imagined ones, their images also strike at the very nature of creativity and creation itself.
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Cuban Habana:
Sharing Cuban jazz
and culture
by Curtis Seufert
The Vancouver Latin American Cultural Centre (VLACC)
presents Cuban Habana: An
Evening of Cuban Jazz at the
Vancouver Playhouse (Nov. 4).
The event run by artistic director Danais Yera brings together, among others, trumpetist Miguelito Valdés and
Grammy-award-winning saxophonist Alfred Thompson for a
musical evening of Cuban and
jazz music fusion.

Miguelito Valdés,
Cuban jazz trumpetist.

Sharing and celebrating
Cuban culture

Along with Latin jazz handdrumming, clave percussive
instrumentation and a different rhythmic basis than typical
Western music, Valdés says much
of the Cuban aspect of the performance lies in its emotion and
feeling.
“I hope people take out a lot of
feelings,” says Valdés. “In Cuban
music, we express the way we
feel a lot. We’re really happy people, but we have suffering as well.
But I want to express living, and
you can see that in music.”
For Danais Yera, artistic director at the VLACC, it’s important
the events the Centre puts on
have a purpose. For this event, it
means celebrating and engaging
with a dynamic Cuban culture
through music.

Photo by Chris Brown

Photo courtesy of Miguelito Valdés

Miguelito Valdés knew he wanted to pursue music since he was
eleven, having played hand percussion earlier than that. However, the music school he went
to didn’t teach the percussion
proficiency classes he wanted to
attend, so instead he took up the
trumpet, figuring he’d transition
back to hand percussion whenever he could.

“The show is going to have a bit
of both, as I’ve been influenced
by traditional jazz,” says Valdés.
“But once we start playing that
Cuban music, it’s gonna go that
way. But it’s for sure gonna be a
bit of both worlds.”

While he has since gained more
hand drumming experience, Valdés, now 42, has been playing
traditional Cuban trumpet and
Cuban jazz music for more than
30 years, and has practised more
traditional jazz since moving to
Vancouver in 2006.
“I came to Canada as a young guy
from Cuba, so I did know a little
bit of jazz,” says Valdés. “But my
understanding of it was not very
deep. But when I came to Canada
I started to play the real deal, the
really traditional jazz that I didn’t
do that much in Cuba.”
Valdés first came to the attention of the Vancouver Latin
American Cultural Centre in 2015
when asked to perform for the
event “Afro-Cuban Dimensions.”
Valdés says while that show was
more deeply rooted in Afro-Cuban culture, employing jazz in
the upcoming perfomance is by
no means a cultural compromise.
“This is more like jazz, but it’s
going to be jazz the way we [Cubans] play jazz. It’s not going to
be like anybody else playing jazz,”
says Valdés.
He says Cuban jazz is not so
much a blend of jazz music and
Cuban music as it is jazz from a
Cuban frame of reference.
“When we say Latin jazz, on top
of all the Cuban sounds and instruments, it’s the way we interpret rhythm,” says Valdés.
While he notes his recent traditional jazz studies in Canada
play a part in how he approaches
a performance, returning to a
more Latin-influenced style is far
from a challenge.

Danais Yera, Artistic Director of
the Vancouver Latin American
Cultural Centre.

“The goal of putting on this
show is to connect the audience
with Cuban culture by presenting an incredible collaboration
among several generations of Cuban musicians,” says Yera.
Yera notes the event is not only
about celebrating Cuban art, but
also a means of bringing Latin
American artists together to create a growing presence of Cuban
art in Vancouver.
“We believe that building a solid bridge between artists from
Latin America (those who live in
Latin America) and Latin American artists (who live in Canada)
is a means to satisfy the growing
curiosity among Canadians audiences for Latin American arts
and culture,” says Yera.
The show, says Yera, is both for
people who want to engage more
with their own Cuban culture as
well as those who want to learn
more.
“I hope to see people who
haven’t listen[ed to] Cuban music in their entire life, as well as
Cuban music lovers,” says Yera.
“I would like [for the show] to
share some pieces of Cuban culture; a vast culture that is evolving and transforming the way
we look at the musical scene and
the world.”
For more information on the VLACC
and the event, visit www.vlacc.ca.
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October 25–November 8, 2016
by simon yee
Boo! There are plenty of Halloween-themed events, parties and
festivals happening throughout
the Lower Mainland this month.
But if you’re not into the spooky
season, not to worry, there are
many other cultural events to attend, from art openings to musical
concerts, film festivals, evening
conversations and more. Have a
safe and happy Halloween everyone!

***

Case of the Haunted Cannery
Oct. 22, 23, 29, and 30
Gulf of Georgia Cannery, Richmond
www.gulfofgeorgiacannery.org

The Gulf of Georgia Cannery is
haunted by strange noises, ghosts
and screams. Join fellow detectives to talk with ghoulish characters, discover clues and solve the
mystery of the haunted cannery in
this family-friendly event this Halloween season! For further information about this and the adultoriented Northern Paranormal
Investigations, please visit their
website.

The Eastside Culture Crawl will once again see artists open their doors to the public.

***

#callresponse
Oct. 28–Dec. 10
grunt gallery, Vancouver
www.grunt.ca

Five site-specific commissioned
works from five female indigenous artists will be on display at
the grunt gallery starting Oct. 29.
These multifaceted projects will
draw upon the strengths and traditions of the Indigenous peoples
to create connections, foster dialogue and initiate calls to action
***
between individuals, communiInclusion Art Show
ties and institutions to support
Oct. 26–27
community building. On Oct. 28,
Heritage Hall, Vancouver
join the artists for live artistic perwww.inclusionartshow.com
formances designed to compleThe 12th Annual Inclusion Art ment their site-specific work.
Show returns to Vancouver fea***
turing the artistic creations of 200
artists in the city. There will be all Walker Evans: Depth of Field
kinds of artistic forms from paint- Oct. 29–Jan. 22, 2017
ings, photography and pottery to Vancouver Art Gallery
jewelry, textiles and glassware. At www.vanartgallery.bc.ca
the show you can meet the artists, discover their philosophy of The Vancouver Art Gallery will
art and watch their creative pro- be hosting works from one of the
cesses at work. For artist info. and most influential American phofurther information, check out the tojournalists of the 20th century,
Walker Evans. Evans was most
art show’s website.
famous for his photographs depicting ordinary Americans and
***
life during the Great Depression
Heart of the City Festival
era, helping to usher in the field
Oct. 26–Nov. 6
of documentary photojournalism.
Downtown Eastside, Vancouver
Over 200 black & white and colour
www.heartofthecityfestival.com
photos covering the 1920s to the
The 13th Annual Heart of the City 1970s will be on display featurFestival features over 100 events ing commentary and discussion.
at over 40 venues throughout the This retrospective looks at Evans’
Downtown Eastside. This year’s detailed depictions of a certain
festival features music, film, space and time. Join the guest cudance, storytelling, workshops rators on the first day, Oct. 29, for
and more. The festival is based a detailed tour of Evans’ career
around the theme of living on and legacy.
shared territory, celebrating and
***
working with all the peoples living on unceded Coast Salish ter- An Evening with Graphic
ritories in the post-colonial era. Journalist Joe Sacco
Special features include Realms of Nov. 2, 7–9 p.m.
Refuge, a miniature world depict- SFU Woodwards, Vancouver
ing and imagining places of ref- www.sfu.ca/humanities-institute
uge, shelter and comfort, and the
installation of a 27 ft. Survivors Simon Fraser University will be
Totem Pole carved by Haida artist hosting an evening with Maltese“Skundaal” Bernie Williams.

***

American graphic journalist Joe
Sacco, who is known for his comics,
journalism and nonfiction. Vividly
depicting life, events and conflicts
in the Middle East and Eastern Europe, Sacco skillfully combines the
techniques of journalistic eyewitness reporting with the medium of
comics to produce complex, emotional stories. Sacco will be joined
by Vancouver artists and historians
to have a dialogue about the nature
and future of nonfiction reporting
among other topics. For tickets and
more information, please visit the
SFU website.

***

Vancouver Jewish Film Festival
Nov. 3–13
Fifth Avenue Cinemas and Norman
Rothstein Theatre, Vancouver
www.vjff.org

The 28th Annual Vancouver Jewish Film Festival will be screening some of the latest cinematic
offerings from or about the Jewish community. There will be
films showcasing many subjects
including interviews with worldrenowned chefs of Israeli cuisine,
stories from Holocaust survivors
from the Lodz Ghetto and a documentary about the Maccabi Tel
Aviv basketball team winning the
1977 European Cup.

***

Ghosts by Henrik Ibsen
Nov. 4–27, 8 p.m.
Jericho Arts Centre, Vancouver
www.jerichoartscentre.com

United Players of Vancouver director Michael Fera will be putting on his adaptation of Scandinavian playwright Henrik Ibsen’s
Ghosts at the Jericho Arts Centre
in November. A story of pain and
suffering, the play centres on a
widow who has been keeping
dark secrets about her husband
from her son. When her son returns from abroad, it appears he
has been hiding a secret of his
own. For tickets, specific show
times and further information,
check out their website.

***

Haunted Village
Oct. 27–30
Burnaby Village Museum
www.burnabyvillagemuseum.ca

Vancouver Tea Festival 2016
Nov. 5, 10 a.m–6 p.m.
Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Classical
Chinese Garden, Vancouver
www.vancouverteafestival.ca

Bring the kids out to the Village for
a spooktacular time! The Burnaby
Village Museum has recreated
scenes, locations and characters
from some of the most famous
fairy tales and storybook adventures, including Little Red Riding
Hood, Sleeping Beauty, Goldilocks
and Frankenstein. Be sure to be in
a trick or treat mood, you never
know what kind of ghoulish candy
you’ll find in the Village!

The Vancouver Tea Society is partnering with the Chinese Cultural
Centre to host the Third Annual
Vancouver Tea Festival at the Dr.
Sun Yat-Sen Classical Chinese Garden on Nov. 5. Join tea lovers as
they taste and savour one of the
world’s most consumed drinks, a
drink once dubbed “the elixir of
life.” Attend tea workshops, listen
to tea readings and sample a wide
variety of tea flavours.

Ae you ready to immerse yourself in a
fairy tale?
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Street Photography by Denis Bouvier

)

Recipe by
Selma van Halder

Sri Lankan Fish Curry
Sri Lankan cuisine, like in many
island cultures, brings forth
some amazing seafood based
dishes. This fish curry is warm
and comforting without being
heavy. It has an interesting flavour punch due to the crushed
fennel seeds, and the spice level
is easily adjusted. Serve with
basmati rice, cooked with half
water, half coconut milk. You
can use the other half of the can
of coconut milk for that!

Ingredients
• 400 g basa filets
• 1 onion
• 2 cloves of garlic
• 2 tomatoes
• 1 tsp chili flakes, or to taste
• 1 inch fresh ginger, sliced
• 1 tsp fennel seeds
• 1 tsp brown mustard seeds
• 1 tsp cumin seeds
• 1 tsp fenugreek seeds
• 2 tsp turmeric
• 2 cardamom pods
• 8 fresh curry leaves
• 1 tsp tamarind paste
• 200 mL coconut milk
• 500 mL water
• 1 small bunch of cilantro,
a small amount of stems
reserved

The Wishing Tree
As the name implies, this is
a tree associated with wishes. This one is located on the
south edge of a park at Jervis
St. in the West End between
Burnaby St. and the alley
which eventually becomes
Drake St. The written wishes
began appearing at the end
of this summer of 2016. They
are written on cards or bits of
paper and are as varied as the
authors. Some express universal aspirations of happiness
or love and peace like the one
in the photo. Others are more
personal and can range from
wishing for beauty, health,
success, or how local people
greet one another.
Why this particular tree
and location is a mystery except it’s a public place and
its branches overhanging a
park bench are easily accessible. But this is not an isolated
phenomenon. The concept of
wishes associated with trees

is common throughout many
cultures of the world. These
trees are often in places associated with something sacred,
spiritual or where healing has
taken place. Many trees have
medicinal properties and roots
going deep into the earth reaching precious elements including
water.
A wishing tree is often associated with a spirit or spirits. In
Ireland, the hawthorne tree, often near a well, is tied with ribbons to ask for blessings from
saints, deities or even the “wee
people” (fairy folk). There is
also an Irish/Scottish tradition
of hammering coins into a tree
for good luck. Hawthorne, oak
and sycamore trees are employed. In India, the banyan tree
is considered to be wish fulfilling. In Japan, there is the ancient
Tanabata festival where wishes
are hung on bamboo. At the 2008
G8 Summit in Japan, the Japanese prime minister asked the

G8 leaders to celebrate the festival by hanging wishes, which
could then be implemented by
them to make the world better.
Closer to home we have the
cedar tree, considered sacred
to coastal First Nations. Little
wonder since it provided for
so many basic needs in terms
of clothing, housing and transportation. First Nations people
believed the cedar to be imbued
with a spirit, like all things in
creation. It was thought people
who cut down and killed a tree
by poor harvesting techniques
would be cursed by the spirit
of other cedar trees. The author
of The Hidden Life of Trees, Peter Wohlleben, believes there is
a scientific basis proving that
trees communicate. He was recently at a sold out presentation
at The Vancouver Writers Fest.
Being long lived, the cedar tree
is a powerful symbol of strength
and revitalization. Some Coast
Salish groups believed placing

afterbirths in the stump of a
large cedar would ensure long
lives.
Now back to our little tree
in the Jervis Street Park. It is
commonly known as a California Lilac, or Blueblossom. It is
a species of Ceanothus which
can grow naturally along the
northern California coast up to
B.C., reaching 20 feet in height.
This one was surely planted,
and may be a smaller variety.
It is about 10 feet tall and has
purple flowers which emit a
sweet fragrance in spring. The
Ceanothus does have medicinal properties, but I don’t want
to be responsible for promoting those. The wishes are now
getting a bit washed out with
all the rain, but new ones can
always be added.
Please visit www.thelasource.
com for more pictures.

Don Richardson

Method
1. Chop onion, tomato and garlic into small pieces. In a bit of
canola oil, soften and colour
the onion, garlic, and ginger,
on medium low heat, about 10
minutes.
2. With a mortar and pestle,
lightly crush all whole spices
and add to the pan. Turn the
heat up a bit until the spices
become fragrant, about 1 minute.
3. Add the tomatoes, curry
leaves, chili flakes and turmeric to the pan and cook on
a low heat until the tomatoes
are softened. Add coconut
milk, tamarind syrup, and
water and simmer for about
10 minutes to infuse the flavours.
4. Taste the curry and adjust the
seasoning with salt if necessary. Add the pieces of fish,
and cilantro stalks to the curry and simmer for between 5
and 10 minutes, or until the
fish is nicely cooked through.
5. To thicken: dissolve 1 tbsp
cornstarch in 2 tbsp water.
Stir into finished curry, heat
through. Serve with coconut
basmati rice, garnish with cilantro leaves.

